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SELECTED TEACHING EVALUATIONS

Geoff is great! He’s definitely one of the best TAs I’ve ever had and I loved this class. Usually I dread discussions, but with Geoff I looked forward to them.

Geoff has been an excellent TA in this course. I think he’s been an essential component to my success in this class.

He was very enthusiastic about engaging the students, and getting us to learn, participate, and interact with one another.

Enthusiastic approach to it all. Also did a good job coming to a conclusion once a discussion was completed.

Geoff has a great teaching style. He is always ready to go over things twice if it’s needed.

Geoff really enjoys the material he teaches which not only reflects on his teaching, but also on the students’ ability to learn. He was quite clear, very organized, and always accessible in office hours, after class, via email, or by appointment.

He has really sparked my interest in philosophy. And he is one of the best TAs I’ve had.

Geoff is a good TA. He is responsible, helpful, and funny. He is really helpful on my papers.

Geoff’s enthusiasm is encouraging and his attitude is top-notch. He is thorough and patient.

He was passionate, clear, helpful, and had a nice sense of humor that made the students feel at ease in class. He really helped me to further understand the difficult passages/concepts we read/discussed in class and lecture.

Geoffrey was, perhaps, the most informative teaching assistant that I have encountered in philosophy. He always ensured that he was being clear and concise, while allowing us to explore and evaluate our personal philosophical thoughts.

Always made sure the students had a clear understanding of the subject matter. Greatly encouraged discussion and opinions. He always made sure everyone got a chance to say something. He encouraged and taught how to critically analyze and think about the philosophical texts. Very enthusiastic!

I found the teaching assistant to go into great and clear depth on the subject matters and questions asked during discussion. From this, I have developed a better understanding and an appreciation of philosophy.

An excellent TA. He devotes a lot of time to his kids.

Explained the material well, helped with writing papers.

Enthusiastic, encouraged students to discuss, and challenged students to think analytically. Friendly and approachable...Useful to go over paper assignments with TA. He provides good info as to what should be covered.
The TA was good in trying to explain difficult concepts through thorough examples and handouts. He tried to get students to arrive at correct answers by not directly telling the answers but by guiding their steps of thinking.

This is the most beneficial discussion I have ever had.

Wonderful attitude. He has a passion for the material which makes me want to learn.

I think that Geoff does a great job. He lets the class discuss and debate topics in the readings. That allows me to get ideas about papers.

Geoff was a great TA. He always helped where help was needed. Never made anyone feel like the questions they were asking were too elementary or a waste of time. He was very accessible and very willing to help.

Geoff not only has a solid grasp of all the lecture information, but also saw and targeted areas that would be difficult and clearly explained them. He gladly spent as much time as was needed to assure that all the students had a clear understanding of the material.

He is very willing to present material in different ways and is responsive to students’ struggles with the material. Geoff was a really good TA. Good response to emails and interested in students performing well.

I learned a lot of concepts in this class. This was one of the very few classes in college in which I have actually had to think hard.

I must admit, I’ve begun to put some of the skills from this class to use. Thanks.

If Geoff doesn’t teach year round, then students are missing out on a great instructor.

Geoff is one of the coolest people I have ever had teaching me at UC Davis. He will make an excellent professor one day. He always explained things thoroughly and didn’t continue until all questions were answered. He always found a way to stimulate interesting discussions also.